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COMMUNICATIONS

MONTREAL MUSIC LIBRARIAN
The current issue of Music McGill has a feature article on their music library and its head, Cynthia Leive.

MONTREAL JAZZ
The theme of no 40, printemps 1989, of Moebius, usually a literary quarterly, is "Montreal-Jazz". There are about 20, mostly short pieces, ranging in purpose from personal and poetic reflections on John Coltrane, through an examination of the relationships between jazz and film, an essay-review of 10 recommended jazz books, and several short fictions on jazz subjects. Available from Editions Triptyque, CP 5670, Succ. C, Montreal, H2L 2HO; issue price $6.

MANITOBA COMPOSERS
The Manitoba Composers Association has issued brochures on 20 composers, including Diana McIntosh, Robert Turner, Chester Duncan and Bruce Carlson. For copies of this series, the MCA newsletter, or information about other activities, write to 407-100 Arthur Street, Winnipeg, R3B 1H3. (209) 942-6152.

SASKATCHEWAN MANUSCRIPTS
The compositions of Russell Green (1908-1975), Canadian composer, conductor, and church musician, have been donated to the University of Saskatchewan Library. Consisting of more than 350 art songs, "Christus mediator", a cantata for choir and orchestra, as well as works for organ and other instruments, the collection documents the development of musical organizations in Saskatoon, and includes programs and photographs related to the Russell Green Singers and the Saskatoon Centre of the Royal Canadian College of Organists. An entry devoted to Mr. Green appears in the Encyclopedia of music in Canada.